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Readers will also remember Doug and Mary Candland’s article on 125 Stein Lane, 
their home in Lewisburg (vol. 6, #2, 2016).  Reader Jack Fisher wrote to add to the 
story: “The land was not “deeded” to David Kennedy – the tract was warranted 
(granted) to David by the Proprietaries of Pennsylvania (Thomas and Richard 
Penn) on 6-18-1773; later surveyed on 8-10-1773.  The tract was named “David’s 
Addition” and consisted of 202 acres and 154 perches.”  The Candlands join me in 
thanking Jack for his information. The craft of history is at its best when it’s a 
collective process! 
 
Finally, for the record, all photos in ACCOUNTS are photo-processed.  Often they 
are cropped, and most are enhanced for definition, legibility, and brightness.  Dark 
areas may be lightened to bring out detail.  And all photos are reduced in total 
information content in order to keep download times reasonable; at normal 
resolution levels, exceeding about a half dozen photos causes the article to be very 
slow to download and open to be read on your device. 
 
 
Write for ACCOUNTS 
 
 If you’re new to ACCOUNTS, you may wonder whether you, yourself, might 
be suited to contribute an article to ACCOUNTS.  Scanning this issue’s authors 
(and the “About this Issue’s Authors” section at the back), you won’t see a pattern.  
Some authors are ordinary neighbors of yours, not known for essay writing, and 
others are seasoned writers about local history.  What’s the right profile? 
  There is no profile other than having knowledge, interest, and curiosity 
about some facet of our county’s history, and the desire to write it down.  
ACCOUNTS is a community enterprise, not just the preserve of professional 
historians; ACCOUNTS is the vehicle by which we all share what we know and add 
it to the knowledge base of our county’s history.  I stand ready to be helpful, to 
work with you on a first draft, and will be your support during the process of 
preparing it for an issue of ACCOUNTS.   
 
 
Edit ACCOUNTS 
 
I’m looking for my replacement.  If you have enough writing savvy to edit the 
manuscripts and want to be the editor of ACCOUNTS, I will work with you across a 
transition period and then hand off the editorship to you.   Is it work?  Sure.  But 
you may already be volunteering a lot for the Historical Society.  Being editor 
allows you to consolidate your service to one job.  To me, there is much satisfaction 
in actively preserving our county’s history.  Contact me and I’ll answer your 
questions.   
 
Tom Greaves, Editor 
greaves@bucknell.edu  
 


